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Abstract 
Today most colleges have web-based learning system to keep a large number of course resources during higher 
education process. However, these systems aiming to display course resources often neglect users’ knowledge 
management requirement. Traditional course-based learning confines knowledge to one course. But both 
teachers and learners often require extracting useful knowledge from course for themselves. Besides, with 
development of mobile technology, learning with convenient devices was required by college students. Lack of 
knowledge services and limited clients constrict the development of web-based learning. Taking Tsinghua 
University as a typical case and according to the knowledge management theory, this paper designed and 
implemented a knowledge management system (KMS-THU) to support knowledge service for Tsinghua Web 
School (THU-WS), which is a web-based learning platform of Tsinghua. KMS-THU focuses on knowledge 
management by people and also abstracts distinctive knowledge services for courses. With campus cloud 
service and varies mobile clients, it brings a ubiquitous learning style to optimize the learning experience. 
Besides illustrating design of knowledge service and framework of KMS for web-based learning, this paper set 
forth the technical details for KMS-THU implementation. 
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1. Introduction  
With the development and popularization of web technologies, web-based learning is becoming more and 
more acceptable by people. As the education pioneers, many colleges began to establish their web-based 
learning system to support distance higher education in the late 90’s. Large project such as CALAT; CALsurf;  
WebCAI; The University of the Air; California Virtual University; WIDE University were established during 
this time [1-2]. These systems are usually used for course resource display, homework assignment and class 
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discussion. By publishing or viewing the online source easily through browsers to web, both teacher and 
student benefit from web-based learning [3-4].  
However, neglecting the personalized demand, resources are often organized by teachers in fixed course 
scope. This inflexible model could not meet the diverse KM requirement from different learners. The 
inconvenience may make quality knowledge be overlooked. In addition, since a mobile-internet age is coming, 
learning with intelligent mobile device becomes a new learning trend as a complement of learning with PC. In 
order to promote the web-based learning platform, a knowledge management system (KMS) is proposed to 
support it.  
Knowledge management is one of the hottest topics in management [5-6]. Knowledge management system 
(KMS) becomes a useful tool to manage knowledge as most knowledge exists in the form of digital document 
today. KMS succeeds in many famous enterprises, such as Siemens, one of the most successful international 
enterprises in the world [7]. However, KMS’s important value has not been recognized in education domain yet. 
Few universities have their own KMS. Although there are all kinds of KMS built by Profit institutions, the 
efficiency, safety and reliability of the server cannot be assured.  
Tsinghua University is one of the top Universities of China. Its web-based learning system called Tsinghua 
Web School (THU-WS) has been developed for more than 20 years since the information system prospered. 
Like most e-learning systems in university, such as noted teaching platform Blackboard† from Unite States 
which widely used in universities, THU-WS is used as a platform for course wares display, homework 
publication and course discussion. It is a typical course-based learning system. More than 80% teachers and 
almost all students in Tsinghua use THU-WS.  
Although THU-WS significantly changes the mode of teaching and learning in Tsinghua in past decade, it 
pays much more attention on course than person. Teaching is a human-to-human process mainly aiming to 
convey knowledge from teacher to students, and feedbacks from students to teacher. Course is only a medium 
to connect participants. Teachers need to collect interactive information while students need to select the useful 
content from a course, consume it and re-organize it by themselves. From this aspect, the course-based mode 
could not cover the whole teaching process.  
By analyzing usage of THU-WS, this paper designed and implemented a KMS of Tsinghua University 
(KMS-THU) as a support for THU-WS. KMS-THU makes knowledge management in learning easier; users 
could organize knowledge in their own way and search knowledge in KMS conveniently. Knowledge 
management by individual or free-established group with KMS-THU crosses the barrier of course. Meanwhile, 
for educational process, KMS offers all kinds of clients to bring a chance of ubiquitous learning. Framework of 
KMS-THU shows an approach of building an educational knowledge management system.  
2. Usage of knowledge management system supporting Web School 
Some of course resources in THU-WS are from teachers. Teachers publish course resources to the web 
school to assist learning. The other resources may come from students. Discussion or sharing knowledge in a 
class of students is often valuable for both teachers and students.  
However, course-based learning is not sufficient for higher education today. First, not all resources in one 
course are valuable for everybody in the class. In university, students from all kinds of departments or students 
of different research interests come together to have the same course because of distinctive purposes. The 
points they focus differ a lot. They should select the part of resources helpful for themselves and organize them 
in their own way. Second, integration of different course resources is necessary for learning. Third, all the 
sharing activities are limited inside the course but knowledge transform and transfer to a certain research group 
with need of it is more beneficial for knowledge reuse and recreation. 
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Fig. 1. Usage scenario of group knowledge management 
 
Using KMS-THU, users organize and share their learning resource easily. Figure 1 shows a usage scenario 
of KMS-THU. One teacher logins KMS and posts the courseware for next week from his individual knowledge 
to the THU-WS. Student A checks the THU-WS via the iPhone client and finds the courseware. She is trying to 
comprehend and memorize the key points of next class. Student B has read the courseware and goes searching 
personal knowledge in KMS for an interesting paper she has read before which related to a formula in the 
courseware. The teacher reads the paper and he thinks it really useful for teaching, so he stores it to KMS, too. 
Student C thinks the topic is interesting and it maybe could be used for his research. He put the courseware to 
personal folder My Research in KMS and then goes to the library to search more information. When he reads 
the useful part, he takes some note or some pictures of the books by phone, and then uploads them to the group 
knowledge management of KMS in order to show it to all the group members. When the meeting is held, they 
discuss the note together and search related resource in public knowledge to edit an integration document.  
3. Services of knowledge management system supporting web-based learning 
Knowledge management is the generation, representation, storage, transfer, transformation, application, 
embedding, and protecting of organizational knowledge [8-9].The main objective of KMS is to support creation, 
storage, acquisition and transfer of the knowledge in organizations. 
KMS-THU consists of three modules: individual knowledge management, group knowledge management 
and public management. Individual KM used by individual teacher or student to store and organize their 
documents or record their notes. Group KM used for a study or research team’s file manage, the creator is 
natural top manager of the group, and he/she could assign different levels of permission to other group 
members. And the usage of Public KM is to manage an open knowledge resource.  
To give a scientific way for knowledge management, KMS-THU offers knowledge services during all 
statuses in knowledge management theory, including knowledge’s creation, storage, organizing and sharing. 
x Knowledge creation and storage  
Knowledge is created either through exploitation, exploration or codification [10]. Users exploit knowledge 
by managing the course resources from THU-WS or uploading a useful resource file to KMS-THU. Explored 
knowledge during discovery and experimentation could be recorded in KMS-THU. Documentation and 
integration of knowledge promote knowledge codification. 
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x knowledge acquisition: ubiquitous knowledge 
Different from traditional face-to-face learning or PC-based learning, students could use all kinds of 
intelligent digital mobile terminals, such as iPhone, to connect cloud knowledge services by KMS-THU in 
Tsinghua and acquire knowledge in KMS everywhere in any time. Cloud services bring ubiquitous knowledge 
to people.  
x Knowledge integration and organization 
In KMS-THU, all the files are well organized in two ways. One is to be listed by tree-structure folder. Users 
could create multistage folder to classify the files. Another is to be listed by tags. Tags are created to mark a 
document with several keywords. One document could belong to more than one tag.  
In individual knowledge management, users could organize all their files by themselves. But in group, all 
the users should obey the permission assignment by group leader and take their limit authority to access group 
files.  
x Knowledge transfer and sharing 
Knowledge sharing is an important way to transfer knowledge from one part of the organization to other 
parts. This process accumulates and refines the group knowledge by storing new knowledge and deleting 
duplication. Sharing knowledge bridges the gap of communication between group members and enhances the 
activity and performance of members and the whole organization. 
KMS-THU has a group and a public knowledge management module for knowledge sharing. Group 
members are assigned permissions in different level, while everyone could access public knowledge resource 
asset.  
Table 1 knowledge service in status of knowledge management 
KM status Knowledge services in KMS-THU Details  
knowledge creation & storage
 
My course catalogue in KMS course resources from web-based learning platform 
creating & edit a note a picture/photo; 
 an article;  
an attachment 
Knowledgeacquisition Knowledgesearching Keywordsearching;
 Tagsearching
Differentclient Webclient;
PCclient;
iPadclient;
iPhoneclient;
Androidclient
knowledge organization 
 
by different form 
 
tree-structure folder;  
document tag 
by different scope 
 
individual knowledge;  
Group  knowledge;  
Public knowledge 
knowledge transfer & sharing
 
group knowledge management member management; 
 Permission management 
public knowledge management An open resource 
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4. Framework of KMS supports web-based learning platform 
According to the knowledge management theory, a four-layer structure of KMS was proposed. As figure 2 
shows, four layers are present service layer, web-based learning platform layer, knowledge management 
service layer and infrastructure service layer.  
Infrastructure service layer applies storage, e.g. database for information record. Knowledge management 
service layer offers all kinds of services, i.e. storage service, document service, search service, identification 
service and group service for its clients and web-based learning platform. The course resource from web-based 
learning platform are stored and managed through KMS into storage. All kinds of clients are in present service 
layer to give service directly to users. Besides classical web client and PC client, intelligent mobile client such 
as android client, iPhone client and iPad client are developed. For web and PC, KMS-THU and THU-WS have 
different client for mobile clients, they have the same entrance in while both web-based learning platform and 
KMS have their own independent client interface.   
 
Fig. 2.  Framework of KMS-THU  
5. Implement a knowledge management system 
5.1. project structure 
KMS-THU has a server-client project structure. Server offers cloud service in Tsinghua. And among the 
clients, web client operates database directly of server by the interface online while other clients called off-line 
clients store the data (documents and document information) in local storage. Off-line clients utilize their local 
storage and do data transmission with the interface of KMS service via the synchronization mechanism based 
on wireless network on campus.  
This structure makes use of the advantages of mobile terminal. Local storage realize off-line checking on the 
documents, while appropriate mechanism ensuring the synchronization of data.  
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Fig. 3. Project structure of KMS-THU 
5.2. Authority and security 
Knowledge services in KMS are applied by Tsinghua University through campus network. All the students 
and teachers are given an account and a password for all information applications in Tsinghua. This account is 
also available for KMS-THU. Every user could access individual knowledge service by simply login. Users 
could also access the knowledge of groups that they have added. 
Group management use RBAC model for access control. For a large-scare system with access controlling 
requirement, RBAC, i.e. Role-based Access Control is the most popular model for access control [11]. A 
simplified RBAC model is used in group knowledge management in KMS-THU. It has restricted roles for 
choosing, in detail, every role is designed for teaching or researching group. 
 
Fig. 4. (a) A simplified RBAC model used in KMS-THU; (b) tower permission model of role 
KMS-THU uses a tower permission model assign the permissions to different role in a group. Each role has 
less permission than the role beneath while the bottom role in the tower, group creator, has all the permissions 
in this group. There are two kinds of permissions: permission for documents and permission for group 
members. Only group creator and superior have permission to manage group member in this model. 
reader:onlyreading
authors:addoredittheirown
documemts
editor: organizeoreditallthe
documents
superior: editthesettingandadd
users
groupcreator: allofabove
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5.3. Multi-client synchronization 
Web client of KMS-THU is an on-line client with no local storage for changed notes, thus changes in 
documents will be transfer to server directly. KMS-THU ensures identical information of off-line clients by 
synchronization mechanism. Change information will be stored temporarily in local storage of off-line clients 
when users use to change documents in KMS.  
When synchronization was triggered, five kinds of information will be exchanged: 
x Delete list 
x Catalogue information 
x Tag- modification information list 
x Document- modification information list 
x Attachment- modification information list 
In this process, modification information list of three elements (tag, document and attachment) is the key 
point. Generation of modification information list in server is according to version edit. Every new or modified 
element was maintained in server will result in an increase of version edition by 1. Elements with a larger 
version number than largest version number in local storage will be added to the modification information list. 
And in client, judging whether an element is modified depends on the document’s bool flags in local database, 
they are local_change and server_change. Local_change is a flag reflects local modification by user while 
server_change is a flag reflects different MD5 value in server. When both of them are true, this element would 
be added into modification list of this client. 
5.4. Demonstration  
A user could login KMS-THU by their account on login page. Figure 5 shows the login page and the 
knowledge management page. Users could view their documents by folder or by tag, or search the content by 
typing in keyword. They could also check and manage their group knowledge with allocated permissions.  
 
 
 
Fig. 5. Web client of KMS-THU 
Figure 6 shows the user interface of android client. In android client, users can create a new document, take a 
photo or create a new voice record. Also, users could synchronize client with server, view the stored documents 
or do searching.  
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Fig. 6. Android client of KMS-THU 
5.5. System evaluation 
Beta KMS-THU became operational to in Oct 2012. In order to measure the effectiveness, we invited 
several teachers and students to take part in system test. All of them thought KMS-THU is helpful for them to 
store, access and share knowledge. The students showed their will to use it to select useful course resources for 
themselves because it is easy to integrate the course resources to their own resources. 
In fact, the evaluation of KMS-THU is a long-term task. We need to consider two aspects: one is the 
improvements in learning effectiveness; the other is the subsequent improvements in knowledge productivity of 
both individuals and groups before and after the system’s availability. For the first aspect, we could track the 
courses and compare the study activities with KMS-THU and without it. For the second aspect, it is still an 
elusive comparison that needs a deep consideration.  
6. Conclusion  
In this paper, we designed and implemented KMS-THU to give a knowledge support to THU-WS. 
KMS-THU is not only an independent system offers different knowledge management service on campus for 
its users, it also a KMS with course resource from THU-WS. As THU-WS is the most important learning 
platform in Tsinghua, with KMS-THU, teachers and students could manage course resources during 
web-learning process. Used as the support system to offer knowledge service for web-based learning, 
KMS-THU brings a new style of knowledge management in higher education. 
In the future, we will engage in developing a KMS with more intelligence and personalization .On one hand, 
using machine learning algorithm, we will build more agents to do automation work, such as auto-organization 
and auto-classification of files. On the other hand, by analyzing users’ operation, we will offer more knowledge 
management options to users. 
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